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Abstract: Wireless network-on-chip (WiNoC) is considered as a novel
approach for designing future multi-core systems. In WiNoCs, wireless
routers (WRs) utilize high-bandwidth wireless links to reduce the
transmission delay between the long distance nodes. When the network
traffic loads increase, a large number of packets will be sent into the wired
and wireless links and can easily fill FIFO queues at the input ports of
routers. In these conditions, head-of-line (HOL) blocking and node
congestion may occur and the network communications efficiency
tremendously decreases. In this study, a low-latency router was proposed,
which employs virtual output queuing (VOQ) and bypass channels to
eliminate the congestion of routers and improves network performance.
Synthetic traffic patterns were simulated using Noxim simulator and
obtained results show that considerable improvement in the latency, total
energy consumption and the saturation throughput can be achieved
compared to the other WiNoCs.
Index Terms- wireless network-on-chip, head-of-line blocking, bypassing channels, virtual output
queuing, low-latency routers.

I. INTRODUCTION
The demand for High-Performance Computing (HPC) and big data applications has led to the use of
multi-core processors in System-on-Chip (SoC). Network-on-Chip (NoC) has become a promising
solution for addressing the communication issues in modern SoC design. Although the NoCs have many
advantages compared with bus topologies, they face major drawbacks when the network size increases. In
this situation, the communication delay and power consumption increased. Several emerging interconnect
paradigms, such as three-dimensional (3D) [1], photonic and radio frequency (RF) NoC [2, 3] have been
proposed to address the conventional NoCs drawbacks. However, each of these new communication
structures has its own disadvantages. For example, RF-based architectures need additional physically
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overlaid transmission lines and power budget requirements, photonic components are sensitive to
temperature and not compatible with CMOS technology and in 3D NoCs, failure in vertical links leads to
poor yields [4].
In recent years, the concept of wireless network-on-chip (WiNoC) is proposed to compatible with the
existing CMOS technology for reducing the communication delay between multi-hop nodes. [5]. In
WiNoCs, a wireless router (WR) is a baseline router (BR) that in addition to FIFO input buffers, routing
computation logic, virtual channels (VCs) allocator, switch allocator, and crossbar switch is equipped with
antenna and transceivers to achieve the wireless interconnections. Wireless links have higher bandwidth
and lower delay compared to wired links. Hence, these links are able to transmit data packets between
long distance nodes. In heavy traffic loads, if simple FIFO buffer queues used in the input ports of both
routers, head-of-line (HOL) blocking occurs. This phenomenon leads to node congestion and thermal
hotspot forms in the network. Therefore, the network performance can be reduced. On the other hand, in
WiNoCs, routers transfer packets between the short distance and long distance nodes with wired and
wireless links. Thus, wired and wireless links, BRs, and WRs are the most important latency parameters in
these networks. The latency of a packet over a multi-hop path with wired and wireless links is calculated
based on the clock cycle using the following equation:

T  TBR hWire  TWR hWireless  TWiredL (hWire  1)  TWierlessL h Wireless  L
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L
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In which hWire and hWireless are the number of hops in wired and wireless path, TBR and TWR are the delay of
the baseline router and the wireless router,

TWiredlink and TWirelessL are

and wireless links between two routers,

L

BWwire and

L

the communication delay of the wired

BWWireless are

times required for a packet with

length L to cross a wired or wireless link with bandwidth BW. According to Eq. (1), when communication
latency and queuing delay in each router minimized, the performance of WiNoC improve. Therefore, the
use of low-latency routers can reduce a fraction of the communication latency overhead.
The main contribution of the paper is the design of a low-latency router based on the virtual output
queuing (VOQ) and the bypassing channels to improve the network performance of the WiNoCs. In the
proposed scheme, the use of multiple VOQs eliminates the HOL problem in the input buffer queues, and
bypass channels will reduce pipeline stages. Also, to utilize the advantages of the proposed scheme, an
adaptive routing algorithm for transmitting packets at low and high traffic loads is proposed.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section II, related work is briefly reviewed and discussed.
Then, in Section III, the WiNoC topology, proposed routers architectures, virtual channel allocation, and
an adaptive routing algorithm are presented. Section IV shows the simulation results. Finally, Section V
concludes this paper.
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II. RELATED WORK
In recent years, with the advent of a variety of CMOS compatible antennas, the concept of WiNoC has
been introduced more seriously to solve scalability and performance bottleneck of the conventional NoCs.
The carbon nanotubes (CNTs) antenna and millimeter-wave antennas have been demonstrated for longrange communications on the chip [6, 7]. The achieved bandwidth of millimeter-wave antennas is 10-100
GHz, while in CNTs antenna is around 500 GHz. Design and implement of sub-THz frequency range
antenna in a polyamide layer with 20 Gbps data rate is proposed in [8]. Wireless data communication
links based on Graphene antennas is proposed in [9]. These antennae can operate at THz frequencies
range with higher bandwidth (× 100 Gbps), and higher data rate compared to mm-wave transceivers. A
WiNoC architecture based on ultra-wide-band (UWB) technology with the high data rate and the shortrange communication has been proposed in [10].
In addition to the above-mentioned wireless technologies, different kinds of the WiNoC architectures
have been proposed to demonstrate a considerable improvement of the network performance in
comparison to the traditional wire NoC architectures [11-14]. Hybrid architectures that used both wired
and wireless links show an excellent trade-off between latency and energy consumption. In the hybrid
architecture, the whole network divided into smaller subnets. A WR is located at the center of each subnet
and is responsible for directly connecting to another subnet. Using the wireless links between the long
distant nodes can reduce the hop count. Consequently, it leads to low latency and high power efficiency in
the WiNoCs. However, in heavy traffic loads, the demand for using WRs increases and led to the amount
of data exceeds the bandwidth capacity of the wireless links. Hence, congestion can occur. The congestion
reduces the efficiency of the communication and causes degradation of the network performance [15].
Therefore, various methods such as congestion-aware WiNoC architectures or congestion-aware routing
algorithms have been proposed to alleviate the congestion of WRs and balanced the network load in the
WiNoCs [13, 16-18]. Some of these studies combine congestion-aware routing algorithms with
application mapping and task migration methods to overcome the congestion of the WiNoCs [13, 19].
These schemes focused on load balancing to solve the congestion problem in the WiNoCs, and they do
not need additional hardware resources or increasing the buffer size.
In [20], a flit counter and address resolution unit are proposed to add in the WRs. To determine the
congestion status of each WR, these units collect the congestion information and destination address
information and then a congestion judgment algorithm set the highest priority to transmission based on
this information. This solution can effectively avoid increased congestion at the wireless nodes, but
information controlling at wireless nodes will to some extent restrict the utilization efficiency of the
wireless resource. Also, the HOL blocking issues is not present in this work.
To eliminate the HOL blocking, VOQ mechanism can be used. Although VOQ is succeeded in the HOL
blocking problem, the performance will decline when the traffic load becomes heavy. In [21], for the first
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time, an NoC based on multiple VOQ is proposed. The authors suggested that each input port maintains
multiple independent queues for each output port. The results of this work in the heavy traffic loads have
shown that using the multiple VOQ can to eliminate the HOL blocking and reduce the congestion at the
output ports. In [22], a novel WR architecture based on multiple VOQ is proposed. The authors
investigated a turning-restrictions communication scheme to alleviate congestion in the wireless nodes
and hence improve network performance. Although their proposed WR architecture is useful at the
network performance, they do not use the bypassing mechanism to reduce the router pipeline and queuing
delay. In a bypassing mechanism, the packet buffering process is not be required at the input ports and
however, a significant part of the router pipeline and queuing delay can be removed within routers.
The NoCs based on multi-hop traversal in a single cycle has been introduced in [23, 24]. In [24],
although the multi-hop distance is replaced to a single-hop distance, it requires extra wireline and power
overhead. Also, this scheme is not compatible with the hierarchical topologies which used the long links.
In [23], an improved design of SMART routers has been introduced. This scheme no required many
control wires in contrast to SMART and is compatible with all NoC topologies.
In [25], a low-latency router with single-cycle bypassing mechanism has been presented. This proposed
router is a 3-stage adaptive VC compatible router which can work in the 3D NoCs or WiNoCs. However,
the router must decide at each cycle for passing packets through the bypass or pipeline data path. This
decision logic can increase the router latency and the critical path length of the bypassing logic. To solve
this problem, a dedicated VC for bypassing paths has been proposed in [25]. Although bypassing with
dedicated VC is faster, an extra VC can increase the buffer space in the baseline routers.
In the proposed method of this paper, a bypass path is determined only once for each packet and remains
constant during the lifetime of the packet. Also, multiple VOQ used in the input ports can remove the
HOL blocking. Finally, simulation results show that by integrating bypass channels and a novel adaptive
routing algorithm in VOQ based WiNoCs, the network performance will be improved.
III. THE PROPOSED SCHEME
In this section, we first present the WiNoC topology. Subsequently, we show the details of the proposed
BR and WR micro-architectures design including the virtual output queuing and the bypass channels.
Finally, an novel adaptive routing algorithm is presented.
A. The WiNoC topology

In this paper, a hybrid WiNoC topology is built on a 10×10 two-dimensional mesh network. At first, the
mesh network is divided into four 5 ×5 subnets. In the center of each subnet, a BR is replaced by a WR
which equipped with a wireless interface (WI). This component is responsible for transmitting packets
between long distance nodes by means of the wireless links. In a subnet, each hop is consists of a router
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Table I. Pseudocode of VC allocator and switch allocation unit in the proposed baseline router.

Bypass based VC allocator algorithm

The priority-based switch allocation algorithm

Input: Incoming packet Output: VC number of the

Input: Input port request

input port

if (input port request! = 0) then

for each packet that arrives from each input port do
if incoming flit is header flit then
Route incoming flit;

Output: The output port

for each direction of router do
if (Received request is a bypass flit or the output is reached through
the bypass) then

if (Header flit is a bypass flit) then

Free the output port and make it available to the bypass flit;

Send incoming flit to the output port;(an

The output port is unreachable;

input VC in the downstream router)

The output port is unreachable;
endif
elseif

Flit traverses without crossbar switch;
Followed by the link traversal stage;
elseif Received request is a non-bypass route then
the output port number assigned to this input request according to

Assign a VC number to this packet ;

round robin way;

Update VC number table;

The output port is unreachable;

Store the incoming flit in the FIFO buffer;
endif

end for
elseif no input port is authorized;

end for

sets the bypass channels in each router. As long as the bypass channel is maintained progress by a header
flit, other flits will be allowed to cross the path without buffering process of the input ports. Therefore,
bypass channels reduce the pipeline operation from 4 clock cycles to one clock cycle. On the other hand,
to reduce the HOL blocking in the input buffer queues under heavy traffic loads, we used multiple VOQ
in each input port. The input ports maintain two independent queues for each output port. In this situation,
the packets congestion in one input port will not affect the packet flowing into other output ports. The VC
allocator determines that which of the output virtual channel among VC candidates should be assigned to
the incoming packet. Upon completion of the VC allocator step, the switch allocation (SA) stage
commences. At the end of this stage, the winner flit will occupy an output port and cause this port to be
unavailable for all the other packets. In the following, the body flits and tail flit inherited its desired output
port. This output port will be free after the tail flit of a packet is transferred. In the proposed BR, the flits
of the bypass channel have the highest priority than other flits. The pseudo-code of the VA and SA unit is
shown in Table I.
C. Description of the proposed wireless routers (WRs)

In the previous section, a set of bypass channels applied in VOQ compatible baseline routers to provide
shorter paths between routers. The proposed wireless router architectures are similar to the BRs but in
addition to the mentioned ports has Tx/Rx port. These ports are the wireless interface ports that used to
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transmit wireless packets between the long distance nodes. Both proposed routers employ adaptive routing
to achieve the shortest route. Although multiple VOQ compatible routers can be used for all baseline
routers, for two reasons, its practical implementation in wireless routers are not easy. Firstly, the design of
multiple VOQ in the input ports of WRs consumes more hardware resources. In this case, complex control
logics are needed to access the shared input VCs. Secondly, WRs are responsible to transmit packets in
the short distance as well as the long distance simultaneously. In this situation, many flows compete inside
a WR at the same time and so, a WR can be a thermal hotspot in network. Hence, the proposed WR in this
study is similar to the proposed WR scheme in [22]. In this scheme, the incoming packet in E, S, W, and
N input ports can be only forwarded to three directions (opposite output port, L or WI). Although it
scheme is useful for decreasing congestion and increasing performance in WiNoCs, it did not use the
bypass channels in BR/WR routers respectively. The bypass channels can lead to creating a single-cycle
data path from source to destination nodes. Hence, low-latency communications are achieved. On the
other hand, with a set of custom VOQ routers, network performance can be improved by removing the
HOL block.
To achieve the mentioned goals, a novel WR router architecture with an adaptive routing algorithm is
proposed in as follow. The detail of the proposed router is shown in Fig. 3. The proposed WR router uses
multiple VOQ which is customized in each input port. The bypass data path in the WRs is set up by the
header flit and the body flits and tail flit pass through the routers without the buffering process. Each input
port maintains two independent queues only for each opposite output port. These input queues share the
bandwidth of a single physical VOQ channel. The detail of the adaptive routing algorithm scheme is
present in subsection D. Wormhole flow control mechanism is considered in all routers. The red lines in
Fig. 3 are the bypass channels that connect the input ports directly to the output ports. When the header
flit is set as bypass flit and the output port is idle, the output port is assigned to the input packets. The
packets can bypass the current router with a single-stage pipeline. In this case, the output port is
unreachable for other packets of VC queues. The VC allocator determines the VC ID of a packet from the
idle VC pool and this selection is not changed at during time. In our proposed scheme, to reduce the router
pipeline stages, the VC ID can be allocated for a packet in the routing computation stage. The switch
arbitration unit judges between the VC input queues and the output ports. In this unit, the normal flits
contending with the bypass flits and finally, only and only one winner will occupy an output port and
make it unavailable for all other packets.
In the proposed WR, bypass flits have the highest priority than other flits in the arbitration process.
Therefore, they will win the output port and traverse the crossbar switch. A round-robin fashion selects
the winner of the output port from multiple requests which have the same priority. The output port will be
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free afteer the tail flitt of a packet is transferred. The algorrithms for thee input VCs selection (V
VC Allocationn
stage) annd the SA unnit in WRs arre similar to the pseudo-ccode written in Table I.
D. Addaptive Routiing algorithm
m
To redduce the dataa congestion in WRs due to the internnal data flow in each subnnet and exterrnal data flow
w
betweenn two subnetts, an adaptivve routing algorithm
a
is adapted to bypass
b
routeers. The propposed bypass
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m, such as XY routing
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nd a long-diistance routinng algorithm
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otherwisse. In the lonng-distance routing,
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mpared to hopp
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W
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uting and thee bypass WR
Rs send it according
a
to the turningrestrictioons scheme. Otherwise, it
i is written to
t the input buffers
b
and route
r
computtation is perfformed. Oncee
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Fig. 4. The prroposed adaptivve routing algorrithm
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d
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hm is shown in Table II.
IV.
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A the center of each subnnet, only onee
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Table II. Adaptive routing algorithm
Routing Algorithm
Input: Incoming flit, λ
Output: the output port
Routing (incoming flit);
if incoming flit is bypass flit then
Forward it without buffering with the adaptive routing algorithm;
endif
if (incoming flit is header flit ) then
if (src_id & dst_id is on the same subnet or on the adjacent subnet ) then
Route flit according to XY routing algorithm;
if the output is reached through the bypass then
Free the output and make it available to the bypass flit;
endif
elseif
Reserved the output port;
endif
elseif (HWL < Hw + λ) then
Route flit with XY routing algorithm from source to WRs using wired links;
Route flit from WRs to WRd using wireless links;
Route flit with XY routing from WRd to the destination using wired links;
elseif
if incoming flit is body flit then
Rout incoming flit according to an adaptive routing algorithm;
endif
elseif incoming flit is tail flit then
Rout incoming flit and free the output port;
endif
endif

Table III. Simulation parameters

Parameter

Value

Mesh network size

10×10, 4 subnets

Number of WR

4

Number of virtual-channels
per port

4

Packet length [flit]

8

λ

4

Flit size[bit]

32

BR input buffer depth [flit]

4

WR input buffer depth [flit]

8

WR antenna buffer size [flit]

16

Wireless data rate [Gbps]

32

Switching technique

Wormhole

Media access control

Token-based

Packet injection rate (PIR)

0.1

Simulation_time cycles

10000

Stats_warm_up_time cycles

1000
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Table IV. The synthetic traffics.

Traffic
Random
Transpose1
Transpose2
Bit-reversal

Describe
The source nodes generate packets to random destination
nodes with uniform probability.
The source nodes generate packets to specific destination
nodes.
The source nodes generate packets only whose address is the
inverse of the sender's address.

WR is used. We evaluate the performance of the proposed schemes compared with a conventional 2DMesh without WRs, a VC based WiNoC, and the proposed scheme in [22]. In order to ensure the accuracy
of the experimental results, network size, traffic pattern and other experimental parameters are
the same. The wireless routers have four virtual channel per port (two for the opposite output port, one for
the local port, and one for wireless interface Tx/Rx) and have a buffer depth of 8 flits. The baseline
routers have the same parameters including five bi-directional ports, 32-bit data width, and four virtual
channels per port with 4-flit buffer size (two 2-flit VCs for each direction). The synthetic traffic patterns
have been considered to evaluate the performance of the proposed routers. For the synthetic traffic
patterns, we have applied four synthetic traffic patterns, Random, Bit-reversal, Transpose1, and
Transpose2. The description of the synthetic traffic patterns is shown in Table IV.
The packet injection rate (pir) is the average number of packets injected per cycle. A pir of 0.1
packets/cycle/node means each node sends a packet (8 flits) every 10 cycles. Also, in the network
saturation throughput the wired links are saturated completely and the wireless links are at their maximum
utility. The average latency and throughput saturation are used as criteria for evaluating the performance
of WiNoCs. Fig. 5(a) shows the average packet latency under the random traffic pattern. In the beginning,
the average latency of all schemes is approximately similar except for the 2D-Mesh. The conventional
2D-Mesh latency increases rapidly due to multi-hops data communications between nodes. In other
WiNoCs, due to the use of wireless links, the distance between nodes located in different subnets can
reduce and thus the network’s saturation point has been increased to a large extent. When the injection
rate is 0.8 flit /node /cycle, the average latency of the proposed scheme is the lower than of the two other
schemes. For the proposed scheme, the network's saturation point is 0.9 flit/node/cycles which are
improved by about 12% compared with the VC-based scheme. The network's saturation point of [22] and
our scheme is similar but at this point, the average latency of the proposed scheme is by about 33% lower
than [22]. This improvement is due to using the bypass channels which can reduce the pipeline stages
from four cycles to only one cycle.
Fig. 5(b-d) shows the average latency under two transpose traffic patterns and Bit-reversal traffic pattern
respectively. When the traffic load becomes heavier, the average latency of VC based WiNoC under
transpose traffics is increase due to the HOL blocking at the input ports. For the scheme proposed in [22],
although the congestion has increased in wireless routers due to increasing the packet injection
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Fig.. 5. Average lattency comparisoon of different schemes
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improveed. Howeverr, in the propposed schem
me, the network’s saturattion point unnder transpoose1 and Bittreversal traffic loadss is improvedd by about 16%, and 12%
%, compared
d with VC baased scheme respectivelyy.
This is bbecause the wireless linnks reduce thhe number oof hops in th
he traversing between the source andd
destinatiion nodes annd the bypasss channels reeducing the routers
r
pipelline stages. So,
S the averaage latency is
improveed. The advaantage of using multiple VOQ in thee proposed ro
outers is thatt congestionn at one inpuut
port couuld not affecct other inpuut ports. Hennce, when a port of the router is coongested, flits could stilll
access thhe output porrts. Our propposed methodd based on thhe bypass chhannel forwarrd the packetts into the
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Fig. 6.
6 Throughput saturation
s
under different trafffic patterns.

intermeddiate routers and howeveer have a bettter traffic loaad comparedd to the applied method inn [22]. Whenn
the netw
work injectioon rate reachhed to the maximum
m
vallue, the averrage latency of the proposed schemee
under trranspose1, taarnspose2, annd Bit-reverrsal traffic patterns are by
b about 38%
%, 44%, andd 54% lower
than by [22]. The network's
n
satturation poinnt of 2D-Meesh has beenn increased under
u
Bit-revversal trafficc.
This is bbecause the source nodees only send the packets to the destiination nodes which are on the samee
subnet. Therefore, the
t multi-hopps transmisssion betweenn the long-ddistance nodes is almostt low. Fig. 6
shows thhe saturation
n throughput (flits/node//cycle) of diifferent arch
hitectures under syntheticc workloadss.
The prooposed methhod increase throughputt in compariison to the VC based WiNoC andd [22] under
differentt traffic patteerns.
The tootal energy consumptioon of the prroposed metthod under random trafffic for diffferent packeet
injectionn rate is com
mpared with V
VC based WiNoC
W
and [22] in Fig. 7.
7 This param
meter is the sum of staticc
and dynnamic energgy. As can be observed
d, the propoosed networrk has a siggnificantly lower energyy
consumpption comparred to VC baased WiNoC
C, and also im
mproved from
m [22]. This is due to thee fact that for
high loaads, more flitts can be traansferred by the single-hhop bypass channel
c
and it leads to reeduce energyy
consumpption. Fig. 8 shows the total
t
energy consumptionn under diffeerent traffic scenarios. Itt can be seenn
that the pproposed schheme takes uup smaller en
nergy consum
mption amon
ng the three WiNoCs.
W
To evaluate the cost of the proposed
p
miccroarchitectuure, we can compare thee area and power
p
of thee
outer and wireless routerr with other aarchitecturess. The propoosed routers iimplement inn
proposedd baseline ro
RTL annd synthesized using Syynopsys Dessign Compiller in TSMC
C 45nm tecchnology. Thhe operatingg
frequenccy is set to bee 2 GHz. It is true that inn both propossed routers, additional
a
loggic is neededd to support
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Fig. 7. To
otal energy conssumption underr Random traffiic patterns for different
d
packett injection rates..

Fig. 8. Total
T
energy coonsumption undder different trafffic scenarios.
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Table VI. Routers area overhead.

WR(um2)
WiNoC
Architectures

BR
(um2)
Total

Buffer

WI and others

Total

Critical path
delay (ns)
0.23

WiNoC_VC

119,899

137,756

76,970

214,726

Reference [22]

119,089

126,392

76,475

202,867

The proposed

120,494

126,392

79,075

205,467

0.154

0.063

the bypass channels, but the area consumed by it is nearly negligible. However, some amount of power is
consumed.
In spite of the reduction of input VCs in the proposed WRs, it can be seen that the area of the routers is
higher than other WiNoC routers. In the proposed baseline router, the router’s area increases by 1.18%
compared with [22] mainly due to bypassing overhead. However, the critical paths have been removed in
the proposed routers. The critical path in each router is often the control signals that drive the data path
(e.g. mux select) and causes a large delay. This critical path is removed in the bypass routers because a
pre-determined path is allocated to packets. Area overhead and critical path delay for all schemes are
shown in Table VI.
IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
WiNoC is a novel interconnection architecture that can reduce the communication delay between the
multi-hop long distant nodes. In WiNoC, wired and wireless routers transmit data packets to the short and
long-distance routes. Obviously, when a large number of packets are sent to the network, congestion may
occur and a number of routers are converted to the hot spot nodes. This problem decreases the utility of
wired and wireless resources and can lead to the HOL blocking in the input ports of routers. In this study,
the bypass channels and multiple VOQ were used in both routers to prevent the HOL blocking that can
result in the reduction of network latency. Furthermore, an adaptive routing algorithm was proposed that
use the advantages of low-latency bypass channels in the both routers. The simulation results show that
the proposed scheme compared to other models can enhance the performance of the network with a
significant reduction in the average latency of the network and an increase in the saturation throughput.
As a part of the future work, it is suggested that the proposed scheme can be used to investigate the
performance of real traffic pattern with a fault tolerance adaptive routing algorithm.
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